




















http://www.ats.ucla.edu/stat/sas/webbooks/reg/chapter5/sasreg5.htm
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Presentation Notes
1. I prefer the term sequential so that there is no implication of or confusion with hierarchical linear modeling.
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Presentation Notes
Some stats folk would suggest Type III as nonsensical in the presence of interactions in regression with unbalanced designs as you’d be partialling out higher order effects.   One may ask why you would be interested in testing a hypothesis regarding a main effect controlling for its interactions.  In balanced designs the three are equal but you’re only going to see that with an experimental design.  There is a fourth SS, that is very controversial in use and generally not recommended.  You can find more on the web, here is Rcmdr creator John Fox’s answer to a query to on the R-help list: https://stat.ethz.ch/pipermail/r-help/2006-August/111854.html 
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Presentation Notes
1. While programs are run by statistical significance at some alpha level, there’s technically no reason why you couldn’t manually use another criterion such as the average semi-partial.
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Presentation Notes
1. Both of these are available in the drop down Model menu of Rcmdr, and can also be applied to rlm models (robust) along with regular lm ones
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Presentation Notes
1. This is for demonstrative purposes only, collinearity would be a serious issue here.
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Presentation Notes
1. Output from SPSS, which unlike any recommendation I’ve come across only allows one to determine models by statistical significance
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Presentation Notes
1. Interpretation, EV is the expected value of the coefficient, i.e. its weighted average across the 14 models. SD is the standard error.  p != 0 is the probability the coefficient is not equal to zero among the selected models (higher p is better!).  The top five models are shown, and coefficients for retained predictors given.  At the bottom is nvar, the number of variables kept as predictors, r2 (guess), BIC is the Bayesian information criterion the actual criterion used in model retention (best model lowest), post prob is the posterior probability of the model given the data (there were 14 models retained while only 5 models are shown; those five accounting for .6947 of the total 100% probability spread across the 14 viable models).
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Presentation Notes
1. Interpreting the plot.  Shows predictors kept for each model.  The width pertains to the probability of that model given the data.  So model 1, the best model given the data, retained those 4 variables noted.  Model 2 swapped Fertility for Population increase.  Model 3 had Life exp, Literacy, GDP, and birth to death ratio, Model 4 included only Life exp, Literacy and GDP and so on.  Blue indicates predictors whose weighted average coefficient over 14 models was negative, the red indicates positive regression coefficients.
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Presentation Notes
*This example comes from Dr. Wuensch whose helpful website is linked on the class webpage.  R examples are given on the next page using the allEffects function and plotting it.  In SPSS the only way I can think of to do this would to use the chart builder and several workarounds, but even that’s not guaranteed.  As I’ve always said though, SPSS is the last place to go for decent graphics as they seem to be about a decade behind the game.  They will continue to be so if they do not let people build their graphs from the ground up as opposed to choosing from and manipulating templates.
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Presentation Notes
The graph on the left is a single click of ‘effects plot’ in the model graphs menu in Rcmdr.  The one on the right uses the same function, but a multiline option:LinearModel.1 <- lm(JUNESYMP ~ CHASSLES +  CSUPPORT  + CHASSLES:CSUPPORT,   data=hassles)plot(allEffects(LinearModel.1,xlevels=list(CHASSLES=-166.1964:546.8036,CSUPPORT=seq(-20, 20, 5))), multiline=T, colors=rainbow(10), key.args=list(x=.05,y=.95))Explanation, I chose the entire range of values for the Centered Hassles variable, but for support just the values -20 to +20 by 5.  key.args refers to the legend or key and in this case specifically, where in the xyplot I want the legend to be placed.
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Presentation Notes
1. The above is expressed in raw units. Howell concludes (presumably along with the authors regarding from whom the data was obtained) that there is significant mediation.  I would probably disagree or at least have a caveat.  The primary direct relationship was not very strong to begin with (r = .272, p. 529 of your text), leading me to question what was actually there to mediate in the first place.  The average semi-partial suggests that SE accounts for 72% of the Rsq for the two predictor model.  Incidentally, Rich has from time to time searched for the link between the avg SP and mediation here at RSS.  It may be able to inform such situations.
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Presentation Notes
1. Though people come by the office wanting to test both for the same predictor, I have a hard time finding them able to justify it very well from a theoretical perspective.  When you hear them talk, it’s usually clear which they actually want to test.2. In general there seems to be a wide gulf between those using causal modeling techniques and those who study causality and how to determine it.  See if this makes any sense to you: http://ftp.cs.ucla.edu/pub/stat_ser/R273-U.pdf .
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